
 

TEAM WILLING HARTS 

CLIENT MEETING 3, 15 Oct 2016 

Date 15 Oct 2016 

Time 9:00pm 

Venue Harts salon@Tan Quee Lan, Bugis 

Attendees Mr. Noel Ng, Haja Reethwan, Low Kang Li, Kim Nakyung, Quek Qiao Hui 

 

The team created a Telegram group and has added Mr. Noel Ng to improve communications. Noel informed 

the team that he will be opening his salon on November 3 and therefore, it would be a busy period for him. He 

added that he has a locked drawer keeping all the cash, and will be installing a computer with wifi connection 

roughly a week later. Therefore, the team would be able to implement the HMS system anytime from then 

onwards.  

Meanwhile, the team showed him the authentication and staff management module that has been developed. 

Noel expressed that he was happy with the simple and clean look of the interface and suggested if the 

background of the application could be changed to match his wooden floors. However, he commented that if 

it did not look nice, he would prefer the stay with the current white background. 

The team also showed Noel the current project scope of the project, which Noel was happy with. The team 

also worked with Noel to draft out how he would like the appointment and customer management functions 

to look like, which will be coded out in the upcoming iteration. The team proposed to Noel that there will be 

similar input fields for appointment and customer management functions. The information will be displayed in 

a table format. Noel proposed that the team could add filter buttons like part-time, full-time and freelancers in 

consideration of a larger customer base in the future, he might be hiring more staff members. 

Noel questioned the team on how long it will take to complete the appointment and customer management 

functions, which the team replied on 9 November. The team also explained to Noel that the team’s acceptance 

will be on 8 November and welcomed him to feedback on any improvements he would like to see for the HMS 

System.  

The team has arranged the next meeting with Noel to take place on 10 November. 

The meeting adjourned at 9.45pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no amendments 

reported in the next three days. 

Prepared by, 

Quek Qiao Hui 

Vetted and edited by, 

Kim Nakyung 

 

 

 

 


